position occuring at about room temperature in most Al-rich supersaturated solid solutions is given by the clustering of solute atoms in rather small regions, which, are coherent with the parent solid solution [1] . These regions, whose shape is depending on the nature of the alloy, are usually called " zones " or, extending the name first given to thosé discovered in Al-Cu alloys, " Guinier-Preston zones " (G.-P. zones). The existence of zones when they have grown enough can be detected by X-ray analysis, but many other physical and mechanical parameters can be employed to investigate their properties [2, 3] . It is well known for istance that resistivity usually increases, reaches a maximum and then continuously decreases during the isothermal aging in most Al-rich alloys.
It may be usefull to stress that the clustering process is often called pre-precipitation [1, 4] ; the reason of this term is that the process of formation of zones is not a true precipitation process in the usual metallographic and crystallographic meaning. Although from the thermodynamic point of view there is no doubt that G.-P. zones are a new precipitating phase, it is proposed here to conserve the word pre-precipitation to distinguish the clustering phenomenon (for which the usual concept' of nucleation is not fundamental (see e.g. ref. [5] )), from normal precipitation processes where the formation of a new phase with différent crystallographic structure is occuring.
The starting point of this paper is given by a set of recent experimental results obtained during resistometric investigations on the pre-precipitation process expecially in the Al-Zn 10 % alloy [6] , but also in many other Al-rich alloys FIG. 1. -Maximum 'increase in resistivity for the Al-10 % Zn alloy versus aging temperature [6] .
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(see e.g. ref. [7] and other not yet published results).
A first fundamental and general observation derived from these researches is that, at least as judged by resistivity variations, the pre-precipitation process is strongly dependent on the aging temperature. An important example is given in figure 1 [6] .
In the previous quoted paper the above experimental results were tentatively interpreted by supposing that the .number of zones which forms per unit volume is depending only on aging temperature (with the law given in fig. 1 Among these infinite paths for pre-precipitation, in the next section a particular one will be selected which for its peculiar properties can be called " ideal pre-precipitation ".
Before going on, it may be useful to stress that in equations (9) and (10), and in all the following, m and not time has been assumed as the fundamental and independent variable of the process ; this is due to the fact that the attention is focused on the thermodynamic and not on the kinetic aspects of the phenomenon. 4 . Ideal pre-precipitation. -To introduce the concept of ideal pre-precipitation let us consider again the first two thermodynamic conditions (6) and (7), derived from the free-energy function (5) .
These are two equations in four independent variables ; if we consider T and m as parametérs, it is then possible to solve the equations and to get :
For any constant temperature the above equations are depending only on m. These functions, considered in the range between m = 1 to m = m+, define conventionally, for any constant temperature, the ideal pre-precipitation transformation.
It is easy to understand the physical meaning of ideal pre-precipitation : this is a process during which, at constant temperature, for any value of m, the number of zones z and their internal concentration Xz are such to partially minimize the freeenergy of the system. We will call î and xz the " pseudo-equilibrium " values for the number and internal concentration of zones respectively. In a similar way it is possible to define q, p and Ai ; the last one is the pseudo-equilibrium or maximum decrease in the free-energy of the system when m is constant, and can be obtained by putting into the expression (5) of Af the values of z and xZ given by (13) and (14).
Of course, also Ai is depending only on m and T :
As it will be better understood in the following, the shape of AJ(m) at constant temperature T is of fundamental importance in establishing the behaviour of the process.
It is possible to introduce the concept of ideal pre-precipitation in a way which is not explicitly dépendent on equations (6) and (7) . To this purpose let us first suppose that the internal concentration xZ of zones is contant so that it can be discarded in the discussion. Then for any constant temperature T the free-energy is a function only of m and z. Consider now m = ml as a parameter and let us imagine that an increasing number of zones, all of the same size ml are forming. Since we have supposed that the homogeneus solid solution is supersaturated, the formation of an increasing number of zones will produce at the beginning a decrease in the free-energy ; however if we imagine that the process of formation of zones is progressively going on, till to form the maximum possible-number of zones, given by (2), one can expect that the free-energy will finally increase again, since the solute concentration in the matrix will be lowered of the end below that one competing to the solid solution in thermodynamic equilibrium with particles of size ml. The situation is sketched in figure 3 , curve m1.
In conclusion, one can expect that for a given size of zones, m = mx, a pseudo-equilibrium number of zones -Z, exists, producing a maximum decrease Af, in the free energy ; for différent values of z, Ai is not minimum. One can repeat the above considerations for zones of higher size m2 ; let us suppose that curve m2 is the corresponding variation in the free-energy ; the equilibrium number of zones is given now by z2, which usually will differ from z1. Since, as it is supposed in figure 3 , the maximum decrease in the free-energy for m2 is larger than for ml, following the ideal process there it will be the tendency to the growth of zones from ml to m2 and to a change of their number into the analysis of ideal-pre-precipitation it is necessary to give an appropriate expression for the free-energy which, on the other hand, will be strictly dependent on the nature of the system.
It is yet possible however to advance some general considerations, which can be very useful for applications and calculations and which, as it will be shown in the following section, allow to get some important and general results when applied to a single case of solid solution.
As it was stressed in the introduction, from a thermodynamic point of view, zones can be considered as a new growing phase ; it is then possible to apply to pre-precipitation many concepts usually employed in the theory of precipitation. Let us consider to this purpose the free-energy diagram (see fig. 4 ) in function of composition x and let IA(x) be the free-energy per atom of the parent solid solution and f B(x) the free-energy per atom of the precipitate (it is to stress that f B(x) is concerning the solid solution of A in B, which is considered now as a solvent, and B having the same crystallographi, structure as A).
From the above diagram it is possible to calculate as it is well known, the decrease in the freeenergy per atom 0 f 1, in function of the fraction of precipitate p = mzin, in the hypothes is that the precipitate phase is all collected and " outside " the solid solution. In other words, A/, is the " volume " variation of the free-energy. Since (1-p) is the fraction of the original solid solution, whose composition xs, for equations (1) and (4) figure 7 as " over-clustering " range.
Another critical temperature, which can be important for practical considerations to be discussed later, is given by the " second " critical temperature n (Te -T 4, in fige 7), namely by the temperature at which àf reach again the zero value for a critical value of the size of zones, ma. Above this temperature there is a range extending from mc to mQ (depending on temperature) which is a " forbidden " range for the values of m since the formation of zones in this range would produce an increase in the free-energy.
Of course the values of critical temperatures and of the forbidden range of zones, will depend largely on the values of parameters present in the expression of Ai. An analysis on the influence of these parameters is beyond the scope of this paper ; it is possible to anticipate however that numerical calculations carried out in particular cases to be discussed in a future paper, well confirm the general expectation for the Ai (m) curves shown in figure 7 .
It is also interesting to note, as it is shown in the Appendix, that many of the above conclusions concerning ( fig. 7) , can also be easily deduced by considering the change in the free-energy of the system when only one zone of size m is formed.
DEPENDENCE OF ZONES ON AGING TEMPERATURE.
-By laborious but standard calculation it is possible to show that by keeping T and m as constants, the Ai function given by (31) has a minimum when q satisfies the equation :
where :
and where for equations (1) and (3) This is just the experimental law observed for the Al-Zn 10 % alloy. In conclusion, the concept of ideal pre-precipitation process not only can explain the experimental results on the dependence of the maximum variation in resistivity with aging temperature, but also can give a clear meaning to parameters comparing in the analytical law in figure 1. Finally we note that when the above approximation is valid, q given by (44) where the three terms in the right member are strictly corresponding in the order to the first three terms of (31). 
